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Apple wants to avoid the discomfort of a user taking off an Apple AR headset like "Apple Glass," and going from darkness to the brightness of the real environment around them.
'Apple Glass' could adjust brightness to make use more comfortable
Apple's augmented reality headset could automatically account for the difference between a user's point of view and an attached camera, while peripheral lighting could make it easier for a user's eyes ...
Apple's AR headset may help a user's eyes adjust when putting it on
When Apple typically issues mid-cycle iOS updates, I don’t always update my iPhone immediately. Especially if the new update doesn’t address any serious security issues or have any ...
Apple just issued this urgent warning to iPhone users and you need to read it
How to install Windows on M1 Macs, including MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, Mac mini, and iMac, using Parallels Desktop 16 for Mac.
The super-easy guide for installing Windows on M1 Macs using Parallels Desktop 16 for Mac [Video]
The consumer electronics giant is providing a real service as gatekeeper to its operating system. The 30% commission on Fortnite sales is the price of accessing the most important relationship between ...
Epic Should Quit Playing Games With Apple
Speck Products 86400-6010 SmartShell Case for MacBook Pro 13″ with Retina Display, Wildberry Purple. Type-fitting design. snap-on, skinny, and light-weight. Full entry. ports ...
Top 10 Best Speck Macbook Pro Cases 2021
If Apple’s big strength is taking the complex and stressful and making it simple and elegant, then its AirTag tracker might be the most successful gadget from the company in years.
After a week with Apple AirTags, this is what I can’t work out
Remote desktop support on macOS is crucial when employees are working remotely, so picking the right solution is vital to helping employees.
Apple @ Work: Remote desktop support for macOS is crucial for remote work to be successful
In April, Apple announced several new products ranging from colorful iMacs to a faster iPad Pro model. But perhaps the biggest announcement was the smallest device we've seen from the iPhone maker in ...
Apple AirTags: 7 tricks to help you master Apple's Tile-like tracker
Work smarter with TextSniper for Mac, the app that extracts text from images, videos and other digital docs with just one click..
This $4 Mac app extracts text from images and videos for you
What the Apple versus Facebook fight dramatizes is less two competing visions of the internet than which tech titan’s walled garden one might prefer.
You’re Still the Loser in Apple and Facebook’s War Over Privacy
And now car companies have a lot of catching up to do to match Apple's standards for user interface. "With their ecosystem and their seamless customer experience, they have shaped the customer ...
For Porsche, matching Apple's user interface is the priority
With iOS 14.5, Apple has introduced some new privacy features that will limit targeted advertising. By Daphne Leprince-Ringuet | April 27, 2021 -- 11:13 GMT (04:13 PDT) | Topic: Apple Ever been ...
Apple's new privacy feature will change the web. And not everyone is happy about it
Facebook is trying to goad users into accepting ad tracking by telling them that it's essential to keeping the app free.
Facebook and Instagram have already begun to test Apple’s patience with new practices
Apple has filed for a patent (number 20210134245) for an “electronic device with adaptive display.” It involves the “Apple Glasses,” the rumored augmented reality/virtual reality/mixed reality ...
Patent filing involves ‘electronic device with adaptive display’ for ‘Apple Glasses’
Apple has finally released its highly-anticipated AirTags accessory after much teasing, and it certainly does not disappoint. The tiny circular device weighs only .39 ounces (11 grams) and is 1.26 ...
Apple AirTags Review: Small, Sleek and Better at Finding Your Keys Than You Are
Epic wants Apple to open up iPhone software distribution so it can use its own payment processor, bypassing Apple's customary 30% fee on digital goods.
Apple defends App Store control in court, saying it doesn't want to be Android
Apple’s AirTags are tiny trackers that let you find lost items with your iPhone, and another example of why it’s so hard to make the leap to Android.
AirTags turn nearby iPhones into a search party for your lost items, making it that much harder to quit Apple
Apple today announced financial results for its second fiscal quarter of 2021, which corresponds to the first calendar quarter of the year.
Apple Reports 2Q 2021 Results: $23.6B Profit on $89.6B Revenue, Record Mac and Services Revenue
Also, they share their thoughts on Facebook ( NASDAQ:FB) teaming up with Spotify ( NYSE:SPOT) as part of the social network's overall investment into audio programming, and Domino's ( NYSE:DPZ) new ...
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